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June 14—Unfortunately for the British Crown, the La-
Rouche Movement in Mexico decided last week that 
they, as Mexican patriots, could not stand quietly by 
and allow the Global Legislators Organization for a 
Balanced Environment to hold its Second World Legis-
lators Summit in the Mexican Chamber of Deputies on 
June 6-8 unchallenged.

GLOBE, as the organization is known, has the self-
proclaimed mission of lining up parliamentarians and 
congressmen from every nation in the world to march 
in lockstep behind the British monarchy’s satanic doc-
trine that human activity destroys the planet, and so 
must be radically reduced.

GLOBE’s Mexico City summit was planned as a 
critical step toward the British Crown’s goal of estab-
lishing the green dictatorship, which eluded it at the 
2009 Copenhagen UN Climate Change Conference, by 
the time of the next such conference to be held in Paris 
in 2015. The model which they are demanding all na-
tions follow, is that of . . . Barack Obama.

GLOBE’s Assignment
GLOBE was founded in 1989 at the instigation of 

the Queen’s favorite Tony Blair, the inconvenient Al 
Gore, and then-Sen. John Kerry. It is headquartered in 
London. Its president from 2010-14, now honorary 
president, the Rt. Dishonorable John Gummer, Lord 
Deben, had been Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher’s 
Minister of Agriculture, and went on, under Prime Min-
ister John Major, to become the UK’s longest-ever 
serving Secretary of State for the Environment, win-
ning the dubious title from the BBC of being “the par-
liamentarian who did most for the environment interna-
tionally.”

GLOBE’s role was upgraded after the Crown was 
defeated at Copenhagen. The problem faced by the 
Queen, is how to outflank the recognition by key gov-
ernments that the actual agenda at Copenhagen, was 

to get them to sign on to the genocide policy; that the 
proposed binding international agreement, to be su-
pranationally enforced, would lead to the death of the 
billions of people left without food, power, water, or 
industry, if they agreed, as demanded, to tear down 
existing productive and potential new capability of 
their nations. China, India, Brazil, and South Africa 
led the developing-sector nations in refusing to sign 
on to what they rightly dubbed a “suicide pact” at Co-
penhagen.

GLOBE’s post-Copenhagen mission is to recruit 
legislators to put through the desired suicidal climate 
legislation on a national level, without waiting for a 
global accord. By December 2010, GLOBE released its 
first annual “Climate Legislation Study,” prepared for it 
out of hoaxster Sir Nicholas Stern’s Grantham Research 
Institute on Climate Change and the Environment, at 
the London School of Economics. Lord Deben wrote 
that the idea behind the report on various climate change 
initiatives underway in different nations (restrictions on 
forestry and fishing, carbon emission reductions, etc.) 
was to “inject a real sense of momentum,” and thus give 
“governments the confidence to go further and faster in 
the international negotiations.”

The January 2013 summit in which GLOBE esca-
lated this flank by launching its “Climate Legislation 
Initiative” was held at Her Majesty’s Foreign Office 
itself.

LaRouche Movement Blows It Open
Mexico became a “significant” GLOBE success 

story, after a cross-party group of legislators rammed 
through a drastic, Crown-pleasing “General Law on 
Climate Change” in 2012. Thus, GLOBE expected 
smooth sailing, when its Second World Legislators 
Summit opened in the Mexican Chamber of Deputies. 
Instead, as Lord Deben was delivering his closing pep-
talk to the 400 or so lawmakers attending from 80-plus 
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countries, his speech was interrupted with loud calls 
from the press balcony at the back of the hall: “This is 
the new British imperialism!”; “Mexico repudiates 
British imperialism!”; “Out with GLOBE!”

The LaRouche Citizens Movement of Mexico 
(Mocila) had struck. The conference froze as the orga-
nizers began singing Verdi’s famous patriotic chorus, 
Va, pensiero, leafleted the press, and dropped several 
hundred copies of a Mocila leaflet to the delegates 
below, warning them, in Spanish and English, that 
GLOBE is “The New Face of Fascism.”

“Members of Congress of any nation should be 
ashamed to belong to such an immoral organization, or 
any such organization opposed to progress and in favor 
of depopulating the planet,” the Mocila leaflet admon-
ished (see below for full text).

With Lord Deben yelling from the podium in a de-
cidedly un-lordly manner, that the challengers were 
“representatives of the past,” responsible for “the fell-
ing of many trees,” private security agents hired by 
GLOBE to police the highly secured conference vio-
lently dragged the organizers out of the hall, manhan-
dling and bruising the women organizers, in particular. 
The display of excessive force shocked the national and 

foreign reporters present, and 
GLOBE’s team began demanding 
their videocameras and cell-
phones, and even verbally as-
saulted the director of information 
for the Chamber of Deputies’ press 
office.

Mocila’s charge of fascism res-
onated. The chorus of obsequious 
press praise that British “climate 
change” lords have come to expect 
from “the natives,”  was broken by 
a dozen or so stories in the Mexi-
can media which reported on the 
arrogant, vicious response to the 
LaRouche movement’s interven-
tion, many identifying the actual 
issue raised by the organizers: that 
the green agenda is fascism. For 
example, Noticias de Veracruz and 
Hoy Noticia reported that “the 
demonstrators distributed propa-
ganda titled ‘The New Face of 
Fascism,’ where they told the leg-
islators . . . that they should ‘dis-

tance themselves from the neo-colonialist ‘green’ 
agenda of the supranational spokesmen and representa-
tives of the British empire’s foreign policy.’. . . What 
lies behind the policies disguised as ‘mitigation and 
adapting to climate change’ pushed by supranational 
environmental organizations, is what is known as ‘Mal-
thusianism,’ their printed leaflet detailed.”

Other press accounts focused on Mocila’s charge 
that GLOBE “seeks to eliminate the concept and imple-
mentation of progress.” As Quadratin.com reported, 
“the false guise of defense of the environment is used, 
while covering up their real purpose of eliminating sov-
ereignty and the productive capacity of nations. ‘For 
the oligarchy, the solution to the crisis is for most of the 
population to disappear,’ ”

Obama, the Hero
GLOBE had set out two primary objectives for the 

summit. The first was to induce more governments to 
put through binding national legislation which imposes 
drastic limitations on all forms of productive economic 
activity, in the name of preventing “climate change.”

Despite the hype, their effort is not advancing with-
out resistance. A GLOBE regional chapter for the 

EIRNS

The LaRouche Movement of Mexico (Mocila) up-ended GLOBE’S Green-nazi event, by 
exposing its true purpose: to brainwash legislators to accept the British monarchy’s 
doctrine that mankind is a pestilence. Here, Mocila’s Carolina Domínquez challenges 
the speaker, Lord Deben.
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Americas was announced at the 
summit, strengthening its already 
dangerous penetration of this 
region, but Lord Deben admitted 
in his closing remarks that the final 
resolution passed at the summit 
was “vague.”

The United States under 
Obama is their bright spot. Presi-
dent Obama’s actions to ram 
through the radical “decarboniza-
tion” of the U.S. economy by un-
constitutional Executive dictate, 
with his EPA decrees against coal, 
was held up as the example which 
governments should emulate.

Notably, simultaneous with the 
summit, Obama, in a June 8 inter-
view with the New York Times’ 
Thomas Friedman, touted the use-
fulness of “market pricing” for 
moving the climate change agenda 
forward.

Radical Green 
Monetarism

Which takes us to 
GLOBE’s second principal 
goal for their summit: to 
induce nations to incorpo-
rate “natural capital” ac-
counting in all their bud-
geting and fiscal decisions. 
That is, to assign arbitrary 
monetary values to “eco-
system systems,” water, 
forests, soil, mineral de-
posits, sunshine, etc., so as 
to use market pricing and 
GDP accounting to make 
the utilization of so-called 
“Nature” prohibitively ex-
pensive. They argue that if 
nations exploit their forests 
or mines, for example, they 
should be deducting  X-
amount of “value” from 
their GDP, as “loss” of 
“natural capital”!

This shameless absurdity of 
assigning monetary values to the 
biosphere or lithosphere, distinct 
from their roles in human eco-
nomic activity, is frankly an insult 
to any intelligent human being. 
GLOBE claims for example, in its 
natural capital promo video, that 
there are 63 million hectares of 
wetlands worldwide, and this is 
equivalent to $3.4 billion per 
year. How? Why? Don’t ask; 
accept!

GLOBE’s updated “Natural 
Capital Legislation” study un-
veiled at the Mexico summit, 
baldly asserts the premise which 
underlies all their lies: that “human 
activity has substantially degraded 
the natural environment.”

GLOBE’s accounting goal 
comes top-down from the British 
monarchy, Prince Charles being 

the personal patron of the 
“natural capital” account-
ing scam. The Prince set up 
a “charity” called the Ac-
counting for Sustainability 
Project in 2004, which 
states that it is putting to-
gether public-private-
NGO initiatives to stop the 
human race—with billions 
still starving—from “over-
fishing,” engaging in ex-
cessive agriculture, and 
generally over-exploiting 
everything “without ac-
counting for the damage.”

Charles promoted his 
accounting project, and the 
former Deutsche Bank de-
rivatives banker Pavan 
Sukhdev credited with 
packaging the “natural cap-
ital accounting” scheme, as 
the central feature in his 
keynote address to the May 
27 City of London “Inclu-

John Gummer, Lord Deben, president of 
GLOBE, who chaired the meeting, watched 
as security guards ejected and brutally 
manhandled the young women of Mocila. The 
organizers have filed charges.

Foreign Affairs Ministry, Denmark

Prince Charles’ “charity,” the Accounting for Sustainability 
Project, a “Let them eat cake!” program, demands that 
humans stop “engaging in excessive agriculture,” “over-
fishing,” and exploiting “nature,” “without accounting for 
the damage.”
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sive Capitalism” hedge fund war council. He followed 
up a few days later, co-hosting the “Clean Energy Fi-
nance Summit” held June 3-4 at the UK Department of 
Energy (see “Prince Charles and the City Seek To Save 
Their System,” EIR, June 6, 2014).

Lunatic? Yes, but the perverse radical monetarism 
expressed in GLOBE’s “natural capital accounting” 
goal, is no different than the drive to include prostitu-
tion and illegal drugs in national accounts, as the Troika 
has ordered for the entire European Union by Septem-
ber. Underlying both of these measures, is the Satanic 
oligarchical view of humanity which Aeschylus por-
trayed in his immortal “Prometheus Bound.” Mankind 
is not the species uniquely capable of willful, creative 
development of the universe, thus responsible for ever-
extending our dominion over that universe, but a plague 
to be killed.

The treatment of the African delegates to the Mexico 
City summit puts the point on the fact that, when the 
Crown’s minions assert human activity “degrades” the 
planet, they mean all human activity, whether powered 
by nuclear energy, fossil fuels, or even plain old wood: 
The African legislators reported that their nations are 
under attack for using firewood.

Inter Press Service reported in a June 9 wire that 
African legislators attending the summit came under 
attack for not being ambitious enough to meet the chal-
lenge of a changing climate. The case of the Demo-
cratic Republic of Congo (DRC) was cited. While the 
DRC is a gung-ho participant in the project to get na-
tions to limit or prohibit use of national forests in ex-
change for cash (the “Reducing Emissions from Defor-
estation and Forest Degradation” [REDD+] scam), 
those limitations have not been institutionalized in “a 
legally binding framework.”

What does this mean in human terms? A legislator 
from the DRC attending the summit explained to 
IPS: “We need it [the forest] to feed our people, to get 
heat, to cook. You cannot tell your wife to stop using 
firewood and not provide an alternative source of 
energy.”

Nothing less than the dehumanization of the planet 
will satisfy this British monarchy, until it is banished 
from the Earth.

Research for this article was provided by Blanca 
Estela Pérez García.

Mocila Charges GLOBE with 
Suppression of Free Speech

June 12—Three journalists who are members of 
the LaRouche Citizens Movement of Mexico 
(Mocila) yesterday filed a formal complaint before 
the Special Prosecutor for Adressing Crimes 
Against Free Speech, which is part of Mexico’s 
Federal Prosecutor General of the Republic’s 
office, charging individuals associated with the pri-
vate security firm hired by GLOBE (Global Legis-
lators for a Balanced Environment) with physical 
violence in removing them from a public meeting 
of GLOBE in the Mexican Congress on June 8, 
2014.

When the Mocila organizers attempted to raise 
GLOBE’s role in the British monarchy’s drive to 
reduce the world population to 1 billion or less, at the 

GLOBE conference’s closing session, they were vio-
lently expelled from the meeting by security person-
nel, with three of the Mocila women being particu-
larly roughed up, punched, scratched, having their 
blouses torn, etc.

Blanca Estela Pérez García, Laura Flores, and 
Carolina Domínguez filed formal complaints against 
John Gummer (aka Lord Deben), in his capacity as 
President of GLOBE and the person in charge of the 
three-day event, including chairing the closing ses-
sion when the violence occurred. They also cited the 
names of the Mexican Congressmen who are mem-
bers of GLOBE Mexico.

Officials of the Special Prosecutors office re-
ceived the complaint; had a forensic doctor docu-
ment the multiple bruises and injuries sustained by 
the three women; and advised the complainants that 
specialists from the prosecutor’s office would go to 
the Congress and interview witnesses and partici-
pants, as well as obtain other documentary evidence, 
such as video footage.
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Documentation

GLOBE: The New 
Face of Fascism
This leaflet by the Citizens’ LaRouche Movement of 
Mexico (MOCILA) was distributed in both Spanish and 
English at the Global Legislators Organization for a 
Balanced Environment (GLOBE) conference in Mexico 
City on June 6-8:

The LaRouche Citizens Movement calls upon the 
legislators meeting in this hall to distance themselves 
on moral grounds from the neo-colonialist “green” 
agenda of the supranational organizations, spokesmen 
and representatives of the British Empire’s foreign 
policy, whose agenda is premised on an ideology cre-
ated and promoted by imperial think-tanks going back 
to the infamous Thomas Malthus; organizations such as 
the World Wildlife Fund (WWF), founded by Prince 
Philip of Edinburgh1 and Prince Bernhard of the Neth-
erlands2, and the Global Legislators Organization for a 
Balanced Environment (GLOBE), an organization 
“founded on the initiative of former U.S. Vice President 
Al Gore3 and Senator John Kerry, in 1989, to respond to 
the challenges of climate change.”

What drives this “urgent need” to combat “climate 
change,” are policies which, under the guise of environ-
mentalist ideology, have been launched against nation-
states, with the purpose of stripping them of their sov-
ereignty by co-opting their institutional representatives, 
brainwashing them with talk of anthropogenic climate 
change, whose scientific validity is dubious, since there 
is still a debate on the real causes of those changes. 
There is simply no scientific evidence that CO

2
 is re-

sponsible for climate change. There is only rhetoric 
reminiscent of Joseph Goebbels’ maxim: “Repeat a lie 
a thousand times and it will become the truth.”

On the pretext of “climate change” and “sustainabil-
ity,” GLOBE, in its analysis of Mexico’s National 

1. Who fervently wishes to be reborn “as a deadly virus, in order to 
contribute something to solve overpopulation.”
2. Card-carrying member of Hitler’s Nazi Party.
3. Whose mining interests, lifestyle, and inordinate enrichment from 
his “green” businesses relegate him to a very unacceptable moral level.

Energy Strategy, 2013-2027,4 dares to question Mexi-
co’s prioritization of economic growth and energy in-
clusion: “The National Energy Strategy sent to Con-
gress establishes two Strategic Objectives: 1. Viable 
economic growth for Mexico; and 2. Access to high-
quality energy services for the whole population. The 
pivotal point of environmental sustainability is left out, 
giving priority to cost and economic growth.”

It is astonishing that a body made up of elected 
public officials would lament that a country decided to 
give priority to economic growth and that all its popula-
tion should have access to energy. Since when is the 
goal of social progress a problem? Members of Con-
gress of any nation should be ashamed to belong to such 
an immoral organization, or any such organization op-
posed to progress and in favor of depopulating the 
planet. Congressmen and -women should remember 
that they represent an institution which has true moral 
weight, the nation-state, which is based on the principle 
of the welfare of its citizens, which they promised to 
defend, rather than some supranational “body” follow-
ing the orders of British colonialism.

Low Energy Density and Genocide
What lies behind the policies disguised as “mitiga-

tion and adapting to climate change” pushed by supra-
national environmental organizations, is what is known 
as “Malthusianism.” This has become state policy glob-
ally in two ways: 1. brutal campaigns against popula-
tion growth; the premise was adopted that we ourselves 
are pollutants; and 2. policies that pressure nations to 
reduce their energy density by using “renewable ener-
gies,” making them incapable of meeting the basic ne-
cessities of energy, water, food, and jobs (inalienable 
human rights consecrated in many constitutions), and 
condemning us to a desolate future.

GLOBE is connected to “Natural Capital,” which in 
the document titled “Natural Capital of Mexico,” at-
tacks Norman Borlaug’s Green Revolution which so 
benefitted Mexico, arguing that “the Green Revolution, 
whose effects permitted a notable increase in produc-
tion; its environmental consequences, however, were 
very harmful because of the soil and water pollution 
generated by misuse of agrochemicals, and they are 
also inefficient energy systems.”

4. Notwithstanding the fact that the outlined energy policy is a smoke-
screen, since the regressive energy reform hands over ownership of the 
assets upon which social development depends.
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Facing the greatest food crisis that we have ever 
had, importing 50% of our food, these words sound like 
a death sentence for the millions of people who do not 
have food in our country. The only way to produce the 
food that we require is to build great infrastructure proj-
ects, such as the NAWAPA-PLHINO project, and reac-
tivate the principles of the Green Revolution.

The New British Imperialism
These NGOs seek to eliminate the concept and im-

plementation of progress which the world so badly 
needs at this moment of both financial and physical 
crisis. Under the guise of defending the environment, 
they hide their true intention: the elimination of the sov-
ereignty and the productive capacity of nations. For the 
oligarchy, the solution to the crisis is for the majority of 
the population to simply disappear, using a campaign of 
merciless plunder of their resources based on the argu-
ment of “sustainability” and “green policies.” They 
convince nations not to make use of their own resources 
so that they don’t achieve their true potential; that is, 
old-style British colonialism with a “friendly” face.

What we have to do is not only produce a great quan-
tity of energy, but also achieve a general dynamic of 
technological advance, based on rising energy-flux den-
sity. We must return to the idea that human beings are 
creative and have the ability to discover new laws and 
resources that break with the idea of limited resources.

We nations of the Americas do not deserve to have 
imposed on us green policies which damage human 
beings, with laws that limit growth and development, 
including even food production, because those who 
promote them argue that agriculture and livestock 
breeding harm the planet. This situation is already re-
flected in the climate change laws that the states of this 
Republic have approved, in order to meet the objectives 
of documents such as Agenda 21 and the Convention on 
Biological Diversity, which promote zero technologi-
cal development, population reduction and impoverish-
ment, and ecological reordering.

Mexico does not deserve this. Mexico deserves to 
grow, develop a flourishing agriculture to feed every-
one, increase the use of nuclear energy, but above all, to 
be the author and architect of its own destiny, not a 
puppet of imperial forces, of greenie tin-hat princes 
who, from their thrones, would stop the progress of the 
continent and suck its blood for their own benefit.

Is de-carbonization good for the population? Should 
we return to rural primitivism, as some British founda-
tions propose? Or do you actually agree with Jonathan 

Porrit, the scientific advisor of former British Prime 
Minister Gordon Brown, that it is necessary to reduce 
the population of England from 60 to 30 million people, 
because humans contaminate the environment by ex-
haling CO2

? There are scientists, such as Dr. Eric 
Pianka, who in the name of “saving the planet,” pro-
pose to unleash a virus that will contribute to the elimi-
nation of 90% of the population. What groups will sur-
vive if these ideas are implemented? Let us remind you 
that the Nazis promoted a whole “scientific” theory 
about the supposed supremacy of the Aryan race.

Why should we listen to countries like Great Britain, 
which wish to de-carbonize the Americas? Should coun-
tries be the puppets of oligarchs such as John Selwyn 
Gummer, Lord Deben, the honorary president of GLOBE, 
who is also the director of the “sustainable” business 
enterprise Veolia UK, a clear conflict of interest?

We should tell the eugenicist oligarchs who promote 
their new empire in the Americas to get out, to stop pro-
moting policies that corrupt the spirit of progress. Con-
trary to false scientific dogmas, we have the technology 
needed to transform this country, to build ecosystems 
and manage the planet’s environment for the good of 
mankind. History has shown us as much. Monarchs 
wish to have subjects; we democrats want citizens.

REVIVE GLASS-STEAGALL 
NOW !

“The point is, we 
need Glass-Steagall 
immediately. We 
need it because that’s 
our only insurance 
to save the nation. . . . 
Get Glass-Steagall 
in, and we can work 
our way to solve the 
other things that 
need to be cleaned 
up. If we don’t get 
Glass-Steagall in first, 
we’re in a mess!”
— Lyndon LaRouche, 

Feb. 11, 2013 

WATCH the LaRouchePAC video:

‘Glass-Steagall: Signing a Revolution’

SUBSCRIBE to EIR Online
www.larouchepub.com/eiw
toll-free: 1-800-278-3135
e-mail: fulfullment@larouchepub.com

LaRouchePAC is now 
leading a nationwide 

effort to push 
through legislation 
for Glass-Steagall

(www.larouchepac.com).


